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FIRST PLACE POETRY 
Deep In 
Not far from here 
there must be light from the fire, 
fresh meat, raspberry wine. 
The lanky stalks leer 
over my head with leaves 
as broad as a man's palm. 
The only sound I hear 
is that which my own body makes 
rustling through the ranks of com: 
so lost, so lost. I've been here 
before; I know I can choose 
where I'll end up, but I want 
mystery. I want to find 
the Minotaur, hold him, 
rest my chin on his stiff hair 
and say it's all right 
you were a baby then you didn't 
do anything wrong. 
The more I tum 
the deeper involved 
I become, leaves scary 
as hands, penises, cold breath. 
Soon they'll notice I'm gone. 
I wonder from which direction 
the sound of my name will come 
and try to anticipate, try 
to meet it halfway. 
Karen Craigo 
Karen Craigo 
Ohio Valley Memory Gardens 
That night, your first visit in all the summers 
since his death, we nearly overlooked his marker, 
flat in the ground like home plate. I think 
he was surprised to see you after all these years; 
we must have been two strangers to this man I know 
as well as your name. I left you there and wandered 
through headstones as telling as rows of statistics, 
box seats where the dead wait for the season 
that never comes. Through the dark I could see 
your lips move in a prayer or a play by play. 
Did you tell him how Rijo had the skill 
of Tom Seaver on the mound, and Hatcher looked like 
a young Pete Rose? You have faith that comes from years 
listening to radio games with the man whose fingers 
taught you the gentle pressure necessary to roll 
the bill of your cap into a perfect U. When you placed 
that cap on the square of granite I cried for memories 
I could almost touch, like when old men recall the greats 
and with each telling Paige gets older, Cobb gets meaner, 
Shoeless Joe hits farther. See, I was claiming 
some nostalgia of my own, adding a touch 
of the sentimental to pictures without sound, 
this baseball story which is to be my life. 
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Box 167 
In the empty post office my keys 
clamor like a surprise party against rows 
of strict bronze boxes. Inside, 
the usual jumble of bad news (a sale 
I'll miss, a sweepstakes I won't win) 
and something different, the small envelope 
winking at me like a patch of blue sky. 
Only you would send me a joke 
on the coldest day of November. 
I laugh to picture you 
racking your Republican brain for a way 
to make me smile, finally recording the joke 
you heard in the office bathroom, off-color, 
in strict triangular print. Maybe then 
you tucked this card into the section 
of your slim briefcase that already held 
prompt bill payments, a letter to your mother. 
Karen Craigo 
Why didn't I marry you last winter, when you promised 
bubble baths, warm meals, a cherry-wood fire 
every night after work? In return 
I could have ironed your Bill Blass suspenders, 
picked threads from your jacket as you left for the office. 
We would have done whatever happiness required, 
I think, as I tuck the blue envelope 
into my jeans pocket and shove fliers, 
campaign promises back through the dark hole, 
hear them clutter to the tile floor below. 
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Grey Areas 
I am amazed when your hands 
trail electric signals across my breast 
and my breathing becomes an erratic code. 
You are someone who seldom smells 
the air you breathe, making love 
in dark rooms, despising the folds 
of my skin. Sometimes you drive 
through the hills of Kentucky 
and we take turns choosing the way 
where the fat mounds pull together 
like happy lovers. 
I like to skim the curvy crests 
of those mountains and see for miles 
through the hazy sunshine, or close my eyes 
and read the ridges like Braille. 
Your text is different; 
you plunge into the crevices 
as you would a book you want to lose yourself in, 
but you always find your way out. 
Our best days are spent 
in gracious debate with the gravel lines, 
our voices in chorus with the murmuring engine. 
The way our fingers twine 
over the gearshift tells me we'll meet 
later on the plateau of your bed. 
You might hold me 
as we make love, run your fingers 
over the topography which describes your own 
successes and failures. 
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FIRST PLACE FICTION 
George Barnette 
Night Light 
My room is so dark tonight. Can't even see light under the door cause the 
bottom rubs so close to the carpet when they shut it. While back I caught my 
room on fire. Burned up the whole wall behind my dresser and momma made 
daddy throw out half my clothes and the dresser too. Daddy took his belt to me 
for it. He told me there wasn't nothing in the dark and I didn't need no night-
light. But I was still scared so I just turned on the lamp on the dresser and covered 
it up with my red jacket. I was sleeping when Esther come running in screaming 
for momma and snatching me up out of bed. She run me all the way out in the 
livingroom and told Sally not to let me up. Daddy and uncle Norman ran in there 
and beat it out with my covers and the whole house was smokey so we all went 
out the back door to let it clear up a while. So now I'm laying here trying to go 
to sleep in the pitch dark. I done said my prayers three times and I don't think 
I left out nobody for God to take care of. Why can't I have a night-light? I 
turned four just a few weeks ago on June the 29th and I had a big birthday 
party. Tony Nessbaum's my best friend and he gave me a bunch a things of 
playdough. I done let some of it dry up cause I forgot about putting the lid on, 
but I still got green, red, and blue left for sure. Momma and Daddy gave me 
a brand new Big Wheel, Tony already got one, and me and him got going real 
fast down the driveway and just pedaled right off the steps that go back to the 
lake behind our house. Momma made us quit though to play with the rest of 
my company. Well daddy said since I was such a big boyan my Big Wheel I 
could start acting more like it. First he said that from now on I got to take out 
the garbage whenever it gets full. He said he don't never want to see it full cause 
he wants me to take care of it as soon as I saw it was full, "Immediately if 
not sooner," is what he said. Then a few days later he come home real late and 
drunk and mad at momma. I was in bed, but I was still awake cause they 'd been 
watching that show McCloud a little earlier and that music scares me and I 
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can't sleep. So anyway I was in bed saying my prayers again when daddy come 
in hollering and using cuss words on momma. I could hear momma hollering 
back something about it aint her fault or something and then I just heard a big 
SMACK and momma crying harder than I do when I get a whippin. Then there 
was all this rumbling I could feel coming through the wall that my leg was up 
against. Sounded like Esther and Sally when they do cart-wheels in the 
livingroom, but it was daddy doing something and mommajust kept crying and 
crying till I heard daddy's heels stomping down the hall and the door going 
BLAM behind him. Esther come running in my room to see if I wanted to go 
sleep with Sally cause she was going to check on momma. I told her heck no 
I was O.K. and I'd just stay in bed and she said O.K. and shut the door back. 
When Esther got to momma momma started crying all over again and Esther 
did too and I guess they cried all night long cause I finally went to sleep and I 
never heard them quit it. 
Daddy hadn't come home yet the next day I know, cause I was in the yard 
playing blow up the bridge with Tony Nessbaum. A big storm had washed out 
the dirt road in front of our house and just left a big drop off coming either way 
so people was driving through our front yard to get around it. Me and Tony drug 
sticks through the dirt marking off explosion lines in the road and then hiding in 
the trench. The line was a ways down the road and when we could tell a car had 
crossed it cause of our explosion wires we'd jump out an start firing on them with 
stick guns. We played like we'd blew up the bridge and was making them 
surrenderto us. That's when a car would just give up and drive real slow around 
us through our yard. After one car just went by we heard another one coming but 
couldn't see it for the dust from the last one. We hid in the trench and waited for 
the right time. We hunkered down there getting dirty as pigs and laughing while 
we waited for them to get close. Tony said GO an we jumped up shooting 
hard hollering BANG BANG BANG--BANG BANG BANG--You're dead 
soldier do ya give up? We got ya outnumbered do ya give? Do ya ... " 
"GODALMIGHTYES MEN!" said the waver of a white tee-shirt we 
could just start to see for the clearing of that dust, "How bout a peace offerin 
boys," and the door opened and there come daddy with a coke cola in each hand 
looked like smoke coming off them they was so cold and he kind of snickered 
when he said, "Request permission to come down, General." 
"Come down here Immediately If Not Sooner" I said and he busted out 
to laughing so hard his teeth stuck way out shaking and he was sucking air and 
sort of choking till he started coughing and gagging like his whole throat would 
tearoutand hejustkepton coughing on and on till I thought he was gonna throw 
up like he did alot in the mornings. Me an Tony jumped out and got our pops 
and dad pulled the car on under the carport. We come around to his door and 
he was leaning in through the window reaching under the seat. He pulled out 
a tall bottle in a brown bag and walked around the car into the house and shut 
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the door. Seemed like he forgot we was standing there. Me and Tony wanted 
to swim so I went in to ask daddy if it was O.K. since he could see us from the 
livingroom. Daddy was on the livingroom couch with his feet propped up green 
socks on the coffee-table, sipping a fresh drink. He was whistling to Charlie my 
parakeet like he could really understand him and he told me that Charlie 
needed some water before I asked to do anything. 
That night we all watched Gunsmoke on T. V. Me and Esther and Sall y was 
piled on the couch and momma was sitting in the big red easy chair that grandma 
gave us. Daddy was stretched out on the floor with his shirt off, but his dress 
pants still on from work. Matt Dillon was in trouble cause a Festes and a 
commercial came on so I jumped like my cat smokey does right on daddy's 
back. He rolled over on top of me and stood up holding me by the arms and 
pinned my back to the ceiling saying, "Do you surrender or shall I resort to 
drastic measures?" 
I was laughing and kicking and couldn't get nothing out and he let me off 
the ceiling and sort of just rolled me around onto his back and got on his all fours 
like to play horsey. I grabbed him around the neck and his hard wiskers scraped 
my arms as he kneaded them with his chin. I slipped off his side and he buried 
his mouth in the squinched up pocket of my neck like he was going to chew on 
meor something. Then he said, "Are you my boy? Huh? Are you my-y-y boy?" 
It tickled and I laughed out that I was and he kissed me and gave me a hug 
and he turned us both around to watch and see what Matt Dillon was going to 
do. We laid together for the rest of the show and then daddy said to kiss 
everybody goodnight cause its bedtime. I gave Esther and Sally quick pecks and 
then gave momma a bear hug and a kiss and told her I loved her a million trillion 
times as daddy carried me back to bed. 
Daddy laid me down in bed and said I was doing good keeping the garbage 
carried out. I slid out from under him and my covers to flip on my Mickey Mouse 
night-light, but it wouldn't work. I handed it to daddy and he held it up to the 
light and said it was burnt out. Then daddy said, "Son, I tell ya what. You're 
gettin a little old for a night light. You wanna be a big boy don't ya? I bet Matt 
Dillon never even had a night light. In fact, I know he didn't." 
It didn't seem too scary when he was in there with me. I even went to 
sleep real easy that night thinking about Marshal Dillon and being a real tough 
cowboy. I never thought it'd be as scary as going out on the carport at night by 
myself. My room isn't even in the same house as momma and daddy with no 
lights on. I can ' t go to sleep. I looked under the bed and in the closet before they 
turned the light out, and all I saw was my toys and sneakers and junk, but I'm 
still too scared to let my foot hang off the bed. I feel like I'm in a cave and I can't 
tell where the rocks hang down, don't want to hit my head or fall in a whole. I 
went to pee. I jumped up and ran to the door and let all that warm light bring 
back my room. Momma said, "What are you doin up boy?" I said just peein 
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momma. Momma could I maybe leave the door open for little while to my room. 
"No son. Get to bed." 
It's worse tonight. I wish I wouldn't a had that nap today, but momma took 
me to Aunt Levada to baby sit me cause she had something. to do and Aunt 
Levada always makes me take a nap no matter what. Where's daddy? It must 
be getting late. Momma sent Esther and Sally to bed a long time ago. I wish I 
could stay up as late as them. I can already stay up longer than Sally. I wonder 
what Tony wants to do tomorrow. I hope we get to go swimming. I aint been 
swimming all week. God, please take care of Tony too, I think I forgot him 
earlier. I said my prayers three times. How could I forget my best friend? 
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SECOND PLACE POETRY 
Inside Passage, Alaska 
A piling of a salmon cannery pier stood 
Tied in with timbers: stringers, braces 
And decking made fast by huge spikes and long bolts. 
A century's tides, winter storms and tsunamis 
Have taken their toll on the pier. 
Still upright now, white topped and grey streaked 
From gull's droppings, 
Frank Olsen 
Drenched black by the ceaseless rain, the piling stands alone 
Deep in the muck of the bottom, 
Strong to the tide's ebb and flow. 
Now and then the clouded weather breaks 
to reveal the deep green, spruce-cloaked mountains 
Sloping steeply into the bay; 
And a fishing boat moored to the piling. 
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Loud, in the Walnut 
We really did it to that cardinal: 
built the livingroom right 
into his private trees; 
big windows reflecting the sky. 
Three years his song woke us too early, 
loud, in the walnut. 
Days, we worked at our desks; 
he flung himself at himself in the glass, 
perhaps to pay us back 
for feeding him through the winters. 
Until yesterday. 
I overkilled him. 
A .22 caliber hollowpoint 
splattered him to a dull pink 
against loud, red feathers. 
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SECOND PLACE FICTION 
Carolyn Siegel 
Believe 
''I'm going now, Jessie," my grandfather said softly from the darkness 
beyond my bed. 
I kept my eyes pressed closed. "I don ' t believe you." 
He chuckled softly, then Ifelt his age-cracked lips brush my cheek. "Wait 
for me, Jessie, and watch." 
When I heard the soft thudding of his bare feet moving across the 
concrete floor, I opened my eyes and watched him walk stiffly away. He 
stopped in the doorway and looked over his shoulder toward me. 
"I will be back, Jessie. Believe." Hechuckledagain then closed the door. 
I never saw him again. 
I was twelve that year. My parents had decided to join a month-long 
research expedition to the southern hemisphere. I remember I had wanted to 
go to New York City with my sisters during my parents' absence. Instead, 
at my grandfather's request, I was shipped off to his run-down shack on a 
small island off southern Florida. 
Mother had been opposed to my visit. She said Grandfather was queer in 
the head. My father, however, insisted I go. 
"Dad doesn't have many years left. I can't deny him such a small 
request," my father had said. "Besides I think spending a few weeks with the 
old man would do Jessie some good. " 
Father had looked at me as he had said that, and I had known what he was 
thinking. He was constantly nagging me to get my nose out of a book. He 
figured if he marooned me on Grandfather's island I would spend my free 
time fishing and hiking instead of studying. 
I had not argued Father's decision. I had known I would end up going 
to Florida whether I wanted to or not. I, however, had no intention of giving 
up my ways. The suitcases Father loaded on the train with me were heavy with 
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books. 
I had only met my grandfather once before. When I was six, he had come 
to our Vermont home for a short Christmas visit. After six years, all I could 
remember of him was that he had scratchy gray whiskers, eyes that bulged like 
a frog , and a habit of saying "tis so, Jessie." 
The frail, old man who met me at the train station that day was no more 
than a wisp of skin over bone. He was stooped and moved as if each stepped 
caused him infinite pain. Behind the shaggy gray beard Grandfather's 
oversized green eyes sparkled with life. 
As we waited that evening for my luggage to be unloaded from the train, 
he laid his flesh less hand across my shoulder and looked up at the cloudless 
night sky above our heads, a hint of a smile cracked his lined face. 
" You've come in time, Jessie," he said with a deep sigh. 
" In time for what, Grandfather?" 
" In time to say good-bye," he answered in a whisper. He looked up once 
more at the jeweled sky above. " In time to watch me go." 
I swallowed the lump in my throat. Go? Where was Grandfather 
planning on going? The answer flashed into my mind. The old man thought he 
was dying . . . but he didn't want to die alone. That was why he had sent for me. 
With aknot in my gut, I watched his quaint profile in the flashes of passing 
headlights as we drove the thirty miles from the depot to the boat dock. Was 
Grandfather really dying? Would I wake up one morning trapped on a deserted 
island with his withering corpse? 
We left the borrowed jeep at the dock later that night and climbed into 
a bobbing rowboat for the trip across the bay. Beneath a sliver of moon, the 
tropical darkness was alive with sounds. 
From the shoreline at our backs came a dry rustling like the sound of a giant 
cat moving through thick brown grass, hunting, waiting for that right moment 
to pounce upon its prey. The wind in the palms, I told myself as I wrapped 
my arms around my shivering body. Overhead there was a stirring of wings 
and an occasional screech thatturned my blood to ice. Birds! It had to be birds, 
and yet ... in Vermont birds had the sense to go to roost for the night. What 
strange creatures stalked the dark jungle skies? Bats perhaps? Or something 
else .. . ? 
My books! I been confident the answers to all my questions were in my 
books. When morning came, I was determined to dig out the field guides I'd 
brought with me. Plants, animals, geology, climate--I would ,Study everything 
I could find about southern Florida. Knowledge would drive away my fears. 
To my surprise, my grandfather made no complaint to my spending my 
days curled up in a cavernous rattan chair that hung from the living room ceiling, 
reading and daydreaming. 
The old man had a routine of his own, an unusual routine that he followed 
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each and every day. He would stay in his room till nearly lunch time. Whether 
he was sleeping or reading one of the thousands of books that were piled in great 
stacks about his bedroom 1 do not know. After a light meal, he would leave 
the house then return several hours later. The remainder of the afternoon he 
would sit in the bright spring sunshine in a splintery wicker rocker dozing or 
go down to the beach and fish. As the western sky turned to orange, he would 
come inside, fry up some fish if he had been out that day or open a can of chili 
or stew if he hadn't. When the first stars dotted the velvet black sky, he would 
leave the cabin again. 1 had waited up past midnight for him one night but fell 
asleep before he returned. 
1 suddenly found my grandfather more intriguing than my books. Where 
did he go each day? And more importantly why? Would he leave someday and 
never come back? 
Had 1 been a subtle person 1 might have followed him, but instead 1 did 
the obvious thing--I asked him point-blank to explain. 
He'd smiled that thin-lipped knowing smile then said, ''I'm enjoying my 
last days on this beautiful planet." 
So Grandfather was dying! My guess had been right. The revelation left 
me with an ugly feeling of guilt. Grandfather had invited me to his home to 
spend his last days with me, and 1 had ignored him since my arrival. I could not 
help wondering why he had chosen me for this dubious honor, when he had 
more than twenty grandchildren. 
Grandfather must have read my thoughts in my eyes because he laid his 
bony hand across my shoulder and said, "You're special, Jessie. Like me. Like 
my grandfather. You have a thirst for knowledge, for understanding. " 
"Remember that winter 1 came to visit? You were bright-eyed and full of 
questions even then. How do Santa's reindeer fly? Why does the water in 
the Christmas tree stand disappear overnight? If all the carollers in the world 
sang together, could the man-in-the moon hear their song?" 
1 did remember, and the memories brought a hot flush too my cheeks. "I 
was very young then. I.. . 1 still believed in ... in make-believe." 
"Yes. And I was the logical one. For each of your questions, 1 had 
a scientific answer." He smiled softly then continued, "Of course, more often 
than not you refused to accept my explanation. You'd put those little fists on 
your hips and say, That's not true, Grandpa . . . " 
"And you'd say, 'tis so, Jessie," 1 finished for him. "That's seemed 
so long ago." 
"But you're still asking questions?" 
I nodded. 
"And 1 still have answers to give ... if you'd like to hear them." 
1 laid my hand over his. "Of course 1 would, Grandfather." 
"But will you believe me?" he said under his breath. 
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Not knowing how to answer his question, I held my tongue. 
"Tomorrow then if you'd like, Jessie, you can join me on an expedition." 
The next day we set out along a narrow trail through the dense thickets 
that surrounded the cabin. Our destination--the sea. As we walked, slowly 
because of Grandpa's arthritis, I asked the old man questions. 
I was amazed at the depth of his knowledge. He could identify every 
plant and animal of the jungle, every shell on the beach, every bird in the azure 
sky overhead. With ease he explained why the churned white at the headlands 
but curled in without breaking along the stretch of long gray beach. He even 
explained the mating ritual of the tiny crabs hidden beneath the crumbling holes 
in the sand. He knew every answer to every question. And not once did I 
say, I don't believe you, Grandfather. 
Later that night, I went with him again. As before we started down the 
trail toward the beach. There was no moon that night, but Grandpa carried no 
light. He did not need one; his feet knew the way unerringly. My hand clasped 
in his, I followed him through the inky black tunnel beneath the trees. 
After a few minutes, the old man stopped and dropped my hand, leaving 
me alone in the frightening void. "Tell me where we are, Jessie." 
An irrational fear was swelling in my gut as I took one step forward, then 
another. " In the jungle, Grandpa, of course." 
He was silent a moment. "Can you be sure?" 
"Of course, we're in the jungle!" I snapped, though deep inside I was 
beginning to have my doubts. The silence that engulfed us was thick as the 
darkness. "We left the cabin, followed the same path we did today. I know 
we're in the jungle. " 
"You know the difference, child. You know facts. What you believe is 
your reality. Reach out your hands, Jessie," he commanded. "Tell me what 
you feel?" 
My mother had been right; Grandfather was crazy. And I was trapped here 
on this island with him. 
"Reach out, Jessie. Don't be afraid. Search for your answers." 
Afraid to disobey, I lifted my trembling hand in front of me. There was 
nothing there. I took a step forward. Then another. I think I gasped when my 
hand touched the sweaty smooth hardness. A metal bar! 
Barely breathing, I ran my hand upward till I could reach no higher then 
down to where the band of steel met the damp ground. Panicking, I threw out 
my other hand to be met by another bar and another. I was surrounded, trapped 
inside a cage of blackness. 
"Let me out, Grandpa! Let me out!" 
"I can't, Jessie," came his voice from a distance. "I don't know where 
you are." 
I spun around and around in desperation. Every avenue of escape was 
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blocked. "You're lying to me, Grandpa. You brought me here. You have to 
get me out." 
A scream ripped from my throat as something snared my arm. 
"Calm down, Jessie. You're safe." 
The ground beneath my feet rolled like the back of a stretching cat. 
"Please, Grandpa, save me." 
His bony arms closed around me. " Think, Jessie. Your mind created your 
prison. Use your mind to free yourself." 
My mind? How could my mind destroy bars of steel? 
" Where are you, Jessie? Think. Use your logic not your fear. Start at 
the beginning." 
"The beginning? The cabin?" 
" Yes, Jessie. Where did we go after we left the cabin?" 
"Down the trail into the jungle," I said hesitantly. 
"Did we leave the trail at any point?" 
Taking a deep breath, Iforced myself to think back. "No ... no, I don't 
think so. I couldn't see of course, but I could feel the springy humus of the trail 
under my feet." 
"Do you feel that now?" he asked. 
With the tip of my toe I explored the earth beneath my feet. "It's much the 
same except . . . except there are more leaves here." I knelt to scoop up a 
handful of dirt and held it to my nose. "I ... I'm still in the jungle. I ... I 
must be dreaming. " Still trembling I lifted my hands, but to my horror found 
that the bars were still there. "Oh, Grandpa," I sobbed, "now we're both 
trapped." 
" You created this cage, Jessie. You are the one that must destroy it." 
Anger was overwhelming my fear. " I don't believe you!" 
He chuckled softly. "Tis so, Jessie. Believe me. Believe in yourself. 
Think. Where are you?" 
"I should be in the jungle, somewhere near the banyan tree I'd guess from 
the time we traveled . . . but I'm not." 
"Are you so sure?" 
"Of course, I am," I snapped back, but my confidence was beginning 
to fade. I was a logical person. There had to be a logical explanation. Biting 
my lip, I reached out seeking one of the bars. To my surprise, the smooth 
hardness gave beneath the cut of my long fingernails. Leaning forward in the 
darkness, I put my nose to the unseen gash. There was the distinct odor of 
vegetation. 
"The banyan tree!" I shouted in embarrassed relief. "We're trapped in 
the roots of the banyan." 
"Not trapped, Jessie. You walked in here on your own. You can walk 
out. " 
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No longer gripped by panic, I moved slowly from root to root until at last, 
not three feet away from where my grandfather was still standing I found the gap 
in my prison wall. 
The old man followed me out. Without asking my permission, he took my 
hand again and started back down the path toward the beach. My anger told me 
to pull away, to head straight back to the cabin, but the memory of my fear was 
too fresh. Even being with a madman was preferable to being alone in the 
blackness. 
The moment we came out from beneath the trees onto the beach I forgot my 
fear and my anger. The cloudless sky was awash with a sparkling infinity of 
stars. The sea too danced with the fires of distant suns. 
" This is where I spend my nights, Jessie. Here on the beach, watching, 
waiting." 
I reached out in search of the old man's hand. He would not have to wait 
alone. 
As his bony fingers closed over mine, he tilted back his head and looked 
toward the shimmering heavens. "When I was a child my grandfather brought 
me here to this very spot. Seventy-six years ago that was to this very day. He was 
waiting too." 
I was sure I already knew the answer, but I asked the question I was 
sure he wanted to hear. "Waiting for what, Grandfather?" 
Raising my arm with his own, he pointed toward the western horizon. 
"For that?" 
There, one jewel among a million, was a diamond of light . .. with 
a tail. "The comet!" 
"And Gramps. " 
My stomach curled into a knot. "What are you talking about?" 
He laughed in the darkness. "You wouldn't believe if I told you." 
" But ... but I want to know," I stammered. 
" I'd said the same thing to my grandfather, Jessie. I want to know. Not 
I want to believe, but I want to know." 
"What Grandfather? What!" 
Before answering, he lowered himself to the sand. Shivering despite the 
steamy night air, I settled down several feet away. 
"Gramps was an answer-seeker. Like me ... like you. He spent his life 
studying this world but then ... then he grew old ... " 
"And died," I interrupted. "Father said he drowned when his sailboat 
capsized. " 
I couldn't make out my grandfather's features in the darkness, but I 
had the distinct feeling the old man was smiling again. "That's what he 
wanted people to believe. If you remember, his body was never found." 
" I ... I didn't know that." 
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"Well, it wasn't, because there was no body to be found. Gramps told 
me that night that he refused to die until he had explored the heavens. " 
I snorted my opinion of this madness. "So he built a rocketship and 
flew away." 
"No, Jessie. He waited forthe comet. Then when the tail brushed by the 
earth, he reach~ up and grabbed ahold of it, then flew away. " 
"Like Santa and his reindeers," I said with sarcasm. 
"Yes, like Santa and his reindeers. You believed in them once and for 
you they were real." 
"I was a dumb kid." 
He cleared his throat. "Your belief is your reality, Jessie. Remember your 
banyan prison. The human mind is a powerful thing. Can you tell me you know 
its limits?" 
"No, but ... " 
"Jessie, I didn't believe my grandfather that night so long ago. I knew no 
man could travel through the void of space. Of course since then men with 
dreams have built ships that can carry us to the moon and beyond. What I'm 
trying to say, Jessie, is that I didn't believe. I didn't need to believe. I had a 
whole worIdful of facts to discover right here on earth. And there's more so 
much more I could learn .. .if I had the time. But my time here is almost up." 
"So you think when you die, you'll go up there ... to heaven to join you 
grandfather. " 
"Jessie, I told you that you would never be able to believe what I was 
telling you, but you must understand what I am saying because one day you wiII 
be old like me and one day you will come here and stand under these same stars 
waiting." 
"For you?" I said with a snort. 
"Yes, Jessie, for me." 
"I thought you said you didn't believe?" 
-, 'I didn't ... not until I saw the comet for the first time two weeks ago, and 
... and then ... well, I started thinking, What if my grandfather was right? What 
if I really could explore the deepest secrets of the universe? Each day as the 
comet has come closer and closer, my determination has grown. I'm going. 
I'm going to catch that comet's tail and ride away to the stars." 
"You're crazy as a loon." 
"Maybe." 
My anger was growing. "If you're going, why don't you just go now." 
He laughed lightly. "It's not time yet." 
"And how, if I may ask a scientific question, are you to determine when 
the correct moment arrives?" 
"When my grandfather returns," he said calmly. 
The image of a shrivelled cadaver striding across the beach flashed 
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through my mind. "I ... I want to go back to the cabin." 
"Go on then," he said with a sigh. 
I waited for a moment then realized he had no intention of accompanying 
me. "I can't go back alone. It' s dark. I'll never find the trail." 
"I wouldn't want you to get trapped in the banyan prison again," he said 
with a snicker. "I guess you'll just have to wait here with me." 
Knowing that arguing was a waste of breath, I threw myself back down 
onto the sand. 
For a long time while Grandpa paced the water's edge, I lay on my back 
tracing the outlines of the spring constellations. When my anger began to fade, 
I once more began to enjoy the beauty of the tropical night--the soft lapping 
ofthe waves, the wind through the trees, the haunting calls of unseen jungle 
birds. I too found my eyes slipped again and again toward the distant comet. 
Believe, he'd ask. The old man's story was ludicrous. No one could ride a 
comet through the heavens. 
"Look, Grandpa!" As I stared in wonderment, the pinpoint of light 
flashed into brilliance, then faded, but from that point another star seemed to 
be falling, nearer and nearer to earth. And each instant the falling star became 
brighter and brighter then exploded into a rain of sparks. "A meteorite!" 
"We'd better go back now, child," Grandfather said with a tremor in his 
voice. 
Where I had been reluctant before to stay, now I did not want to leave. 
My grandfather however was insistent. "It's late, Jessie. Time you were in 
bed." 
Grumbling, I followed the old man back to the house. When I came out 
from changing into my pajamas, I found him at his desk writing. 
"What's that?" 
"Instructions. This is what you are to do tomorrow if I'm not here when 
you get up." 
I swallowed the lump in my throat. "The meteorite . .. you think that was 
your grandfather returning so . .. so now you're going to try to go yourself. 
It's craziness, Grandfather, complete nonsense." 
He did not argue this time, simply kissed me on the forehead. "To 
bed with you." 
Later that night, Grandfather came to me and kissed me good-bye, then he 
walked out into the darkness and disappeared. 
Did I believe he had caught the comet's tail? Of course, I didn't. I knew 
there was some logical explanation why he never came back . . 
And yet now that the comet has come full cycle, now that I stand an old 
woman beneath tha infinite sky, I cannot help but look and dream. What if I 
could leave the earth behind, sail out on a ribbon of light to the worlds beyond 
our solar system? 
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I have no desire for immortality, but I do have a burning need for more 
time, more time to learn, to understand. 
Believe, Grandpa had said. 
I closed my eyes and pictured the flaming ball of ice with its trailing 
ribbons of white. 
Believe. 
The comet swelled for an instant and then, like that night so many years 
ago, a shimmering star fell toward earth and shattered into a million sparks. 
Grandfather! 
''I'm going now," I whispered to the small boy curled in the sand at my 
feet. 
With the back of his arm, he wiped away a tear from the tip of his stubby 
nose than said sadly, "Good-bye, Grandma. " 
I pressed my age-cracked lips against his baby smooth cheek. " Wait for 
me, Kenny. And believe." 
"I will," he said with the assurance of the very young. "I will." 
My pulse throbbing in my throat, I walked to the water's edge. More than 
seventy years ago, my mind had trapped me in a prison of my own making. Now 
my mind would set me free . 
Smiling, I lifted my hands to the heavens and wrapped my fingers through 
the comet's tail. 
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Remember the Memories 
The abstract painting watches as I pass, 
The clock on the wall laughs at my curiosity, 
The stove bums with its intense passion, 
And opens its mighty jaws to 
Explain the meaning of life to me. 
Holly Cantanzaro 
The green grass beckons me to untimely death, 
The sky and wind whisper their thoughts, 
Yet I ignore all the warnings, 
And continue to grow 
Without seeing and hearing and knowing. 
The book compels me to knowledge, 
Foreign cultures call my name, 
The tree opens its arms for me to climb, 
But my limbs remain at my side 
And I tum away. 
The animals chatter amongst themselves, 
My friends go their parting ways, 
Still I continue my unimportant tasks, 
Unreveling in life's little wonders, 
I care but time gives me no time 
And memory is always a gift 
That I can call forth 
And remember again. 
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Mark Gillespie 
Some Thoughts as I Pack 
My Life in a Rented Truck 
The buildings 
in my life 
like the tall black 
glass one where 
are very familiar: they keep my money, 
or the squat brick 
square one where 
they keep my milk. 
I hardly give them second glance as I move through and about them. 
Soon, though, 
not only 
will my buildings but 
be different, so 
will 
the way I move 
through and about them. 
I'll wander through 
and about 
strange buildings 
So instead 
of going 
from place 
to place 
without any effort, 
without any thought, 
(except 0 where 
I need to go next, 
or how much 
I miss this 
loved-one 
or that) 
trying to remember 
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where they 
store my 
life 
Mark Gillespie 
Confessions of a Seasoned Spelunker 
Again, I descend into your cool mist, 
alone, 
a hundred 
feet below 
There's no light here 
to feed the eyes; 
no warmth to 
comfort the body. 
an autumn sunset. 
My hands chafe as I 
hug that narrow rope--grunting, 
and hoisting myself 
up between your 
close, 
slick 
A single dangling flashlight 
describes quick arcs 
on a dripping ceiling. 
walls. 
Three dozen times I've 
been here and I could 
find my way through blind--
--want more of you. 
I want to know you. 
Every furrow, 
every 
trickle of 
clear water 
beading on 
spider webs and 
tapping 
mapping 
shaping 
the 
hard 
stone 
floor. 
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but 1--
As I leave your world, 
warm breath from outside 
eases my mind--
and clay clings 
to my bare skin, 
never letting go. 
Woman in the Desert 
Joe sent his old convertible hurling 
away from that weary town. 
The other three kicked back, 
feeling like nothing but the wind 
could touch them. Eight bright points 
of Arizona sun grinned in their mirrored shades. 
They'd hardly be missed at school that day. 
They hardly ever were. 
A cool canyon stream brought relief 
to the heat, which enveloped them all 
like a god. Mud and small pebbles 
squirmed between their toes and almost 
hurt. Tara wished she hadn't worn 
a white t-shirt and hoped it wouldn't get wet. 
Guessing her thoughts, Miguel splashed her, 
making her scream, curse him, 
tum herself away--
but she suddenly stopped. 
What is that? 
Over there. 
Something white showed through dried-up brush, 
looking like the new-shorn hide of a sheep. 
Asleep, it seemed; it didn't stir. 
Black flies traced tight circles 
in the air around it. 
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Mark Gillespie 
Fascinated, Lonnie went to look, 
but turned his head away 
when he saw it was a woman 
--clothed only by a dusty shirt 
bunched up around her neck. 
Her skin was still taut and smooth 
like theirs--
marred only by the hole 
of a single bullet. 
They watched her for a long time. 
The creek sputtered behind them 
and wind whipped 
against the cliffs above. 
Nothing else moved 
but the shadows of clouds 
that played across 
the woman's face. 
In the car, 
their nervous eyes searched, 
but would not meet. 
Nobody spoke as the car lurched 
into motion. Lonnie looked back, 
wanting to keep the woman in sight; 
Tara watched the road ahead and twisted 
her long, dark hair between her fingers; 
and Miguel tried to calm his shaking 
hands. Joe drove steadily, carefully 
for once. He didn't want anything to go wrong 
as they headed back toward help, toward home. 
Never had it been so good to feel 
the road buck against the tires. 
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Mark Gillespie 
In the Middle of a Hailstorm, 
Gerry Tells Michael Goodbye 
The toolshed on his family's farm barely 
Sheltered us from hail that fell so hard 
The shed' s tin roof sounded like a battlefield. 
Every new gust of wind sprouted a crop 
Of chillbumps across my arms. He held my hand. 
Just held it and watched me watch the storm. 
His voice was soft, but urgent--like distant thunder. 
He said he'd always wanted to join the army 
Just to see if he'd make it through. Tomorrow, 
He was leaving for camp. He held me closer, 
Kissed me, and said he would write often. 
Lightning photographed his face and held it frozen 
Before releasing it to the dark. Be careful of the lightning, 
I said. Don't die before you get a chance to fight. 
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Carolyn Siegel 
The Gift of Death 
Most people fear death, dread its coming. I don't. Not now. For years I've 
courted death, sought out the dying, stayed by their sides, waiting always 
waiting for the end to come, waiting to receive the gift of death. 
When I was young I'd been like the others; afraid, dreading the loss of 
those near and dear. But that was before I'd discovered I was different, before 
I realized that what death stole from another it gave to me. 
At nineteen I was nothing, an empty vessel waiting to be filled. Then my 
vivacious sister died. All about me mourned. I tried to mourn too, but it was 
not easy. I missed her smiling face and her warm laughter, but there was no real 
sense of loss. Instead there was a feeling of satiety as if her energies and high 
spirits had flowed into me. 
I hadn't understood then, had only thought my improved character and 
increased popularity was due to the maturity that is said to come after one's first 
encounter with death. Even after grandmother died and I'd assumed her 
quaint habit of constantly humming under her breath, I didn't comprehend what 
was happening to me. Not until my father's stroke did I truly understand the 
riches death had to offer me. 
I was twenty-three then. Since high school I had worked at one menial job 
after another. I wasn't unhappy, thanks to my sister' s congenial personality, 
but I had no future. Until Daddy died. 
The afternoon after the funeral I came home and for some then 
inexplicable reason went straight to my father's drawing table. Though I'd 
never drawn a recognizable picture in my life, I began to sketch with the skill 
borne of years of practice. At last I understood. 
My father, my grandmother, my sister, they were not gone. They or at 
least the best part of them lived on within me. Determined to put their gifts 
to good use, I spent the next several months working day and night to build a 
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portfolio, then I went in search of a job. I received several lucrative offers, but 
accepted the one with an elderly boss. 
While the other artists at the ad agency hurried off at lunch and closing, 
I often lingered, taking the time to make friends with Mr. Cribben, the owner-
manager. The elderly gentleman was a shrewd businessman and a keen judge 
of character. S9 I stayed close at his side, watching and learning, and though I 
would never have admitted it then, waiting. 
I was thirty-one when Mr. Cribben died. Before his death I dreamed of 
opening my own agency, but lacked the confidence to make the daring 
attempt. With his gift within me, my fears vanished. Two days after the funeral, 
I turned in my resignation then headed straight for the bank to get a small 
business loan. By the time I was thirty-six, I had the most successful agency in 
the city. 
I should have been satisfied. I had friends, money, a successful career, 
my independence. I wasn't. I wanted more. And I knew how to get it. 
The business world is a fiercely competitive one, and though I enjoyed 
success I did not have that ruthless streak needed to climb to the top. Others did. 
For nearly a year, I attended social events, chatted with local business 
people and politicians, looking for that special someone. Unfortunately the few 
I met at these affairs who possessed the qualities which I desired were either 
too young or in too good of health. I was about to give up my quest when I 
read in the paper that Leo Harper had been diagnosed with terminal cancer 
and been taken to a local nursing home. 
Mr. Harper was a multi-millionaire who had clawed his way up from the 
dregs of society. Over the years he had been State Legislator, the Governor, 
and the right hand man to several presidents. There were rumors of dirty 
dealings in his life and that worried me, but I was desperate. I needed Mr. 
Harper's ambition. If I got something else from the deal I was prepared to live 
with it. So I went to the nursing home and volunteered several hours of my 
time each week. I was at Harper's bedside when he died three months later. 
As I'd hoped, Mr. Harper's death gave me the toughness to forge on ... plus 
the unexpected desire for public recognition. By the time I was forty, I had a 
chain of ad agencies across the country and had become the first woman senator 
from our state. 
Success, fame, fortune--I had everything a woman could want. Everything 
except a man. Not that there hadn't been affairs. There had been plenty, 
especially in the years after Harper's death, but I was tired of short term 
relationships. I was ready to settle down. My misfortune was that the man I 
wanted to settle down with was the husband of my best friend, and he was 
a devoutly faithful spouse. 
After six months I'd studied my friend closely, trying to see what exactly 
it was that he admired in her. Then I tried to emulate her, hoping that he would 
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notice me. He did, and we became close friends ... but not lovers. He had the 
woman he wanted. He needed no other. 
For six months more I tried to think of a viable alternative to the obvious 
solution to my dilemma, but could see none. The gentle ways of my sister cried 
out against the ruthlessness of the plan inspired by Harper's determination, but 
he was stronger. 
The police believed that Marianne jumped from the tenth floor of our 
office complex; I don't think Daryl ever did. But despite his suspicions, he 
needed comfort and I was there at his side to give him the same tender care 
Marianne always had. Four months after the funeral we were married. 
I had everything now .. .including guilt. Harper had been a cold-hearted 
man who'd never known the meaning of remorse. Marianne had had a razor 
personality too, but her toughness had been edged with a keen sense of-justice. 
My success in life had come from the gift of death. Gift! But I had stolen 
Marianne's life. I was a thief, a murderess. And Marianne demanded I pay for 
my crime. 
Last week I went to the pawn shop across town and bought a sleek new 
.38 caliber pistol. I've taken it out of my purse three times since then and put the 
cold muzzle against the roof of my mouth, but lacked the courage to squeeze the 
trigger. 
But others had the courage I lacked, others had found the inner strength 
to do what had to be done. At breakfast this morning, I kissed Daryl good-bye. 
Then instead of going to the office went once more to the pawn shop and bought 
another gun. 
Down the street was a city hospital. I went directly to the psychiatric ward 
and made inquiries of the nurse there. Any other she would have sent away. But 
I was someone else. I was rich! I was famous! I was successful! So she told me 
what I needed to know, led me to a room at the end of the hall, then left as 
I instructed her to do. 
The girl in the bed was no more than eighteen. Her scarred wrists were 
bound to the siderails of the bed. She scowled at me as I came in, but her eyes 
widened with interest as I pulled the gun from my purse. Then a grateful smile 
cracked her face as I freed her. 
Courage. She had the courage I needed. Without a word she put the pistol 
to her temple and pulled the trigger. 
"Thank you," I whispered as I put my own gun to my he~d. "Thank you 
for the gift of death. " 
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U Dream of Genies 
He sits there alone 
murmuring to himself 
taking a trip on the night train 
or 
maybe flying in the clouds of 
his mind 
on the back of the Thunderbird 
The cerebral voyages 
help him forget 
forget 
that he has no family 
that no one will 
hire him 
that his home is the street 
or 
maybe a May tag refrigerator box 
or 
the shelter 
So few chances 
he isn't a bum 
by choice, but circumstance 
people walk by 
and 
Todd King 
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choose not to see him 
I walk by and give 
him some money 
he says he'll buy food 
i know he won' t 
and 
i turn as 
he swaggers around 
the corner 
4 
a Bottle of Soul. 
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I Walk into the World 
I walk into the world 
and the sun beats down in streaming waves 
of ultraviolence 
surrounded by concrete man-buildings 
that reach up to impale the heavens 
and its ethereal hosts 
people scream and gesture with mephistohate 
from their metallic turtles, that crawl 
and lunge forward groanymoany 
street lights shine virtues of New Man 
the Red of fiery hate 
the Yellow of gold 
the Green of jealousy 
noise echoes a deafening serenade 
horns like car-crushed cats 
Todd King 
whistles blaring from traffic-guiding Own-Justices 
and the bellowings of smokestacks 
spewing filth into the air 
Welcome to america 
Land of the fee 
Home of the slave. 
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Today in Dalton, South Carolina 
Stand proud. He might say that. 
Don't let it bother you. To him 
something bothering you was quite 
simply impossible. Dear old Dad. 
Bullet wounds are hard to ignore 
however. She had actually shot me. 
Damn, but she shot so righteously. 
Merely carrying out her moral duty. Of 
course she had explained it and her 
reasoning quite clear. I had neglected 
the emotional side of our 
relationship, thereby driving her to 
undue stress and frustration. Maybe I 
wasn ' t sensitive enough. Maybe working 
overtime everynight wasn ' t absolutely 
necessary. But ... but she shot me!! I 
still wish she would have told me she 
was upset before deciding to shoot me. 
Dad ... Dad would have shot her first. 
Yeah. Right between the eyes. 
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Keith Roe 
The Attic 
Shards of broken dreams 
lie scattered on the floor 
of the attic in my mind. 
In the comer, boxes full of old photographs--
nameless faces, forgotten places 
sit in mute stagnation. 
I come to look through these old, 
decaying fire-hazards, 
to sort out the unwanted 
and throw them away. 
But upon opening these 
long-rusted locks, I find that 
I cannot help but smile. 
And still, allow a single tear to fall, 
sfiimmering through the hot, dry air 
to explode silently on the floor below. 
I look up and notice 
that rays of golden sunlight pour 
through broken windows, 
and make atmospheric dust particles 
dance like magic fireflies. 
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Charles Thomas 
A Baglady's Plea 
Another stretch of city street--
I turn to you but your eyes don't meet 
Mine. 
Can you not feel pain? 
My heart beats, 
With love, 
With grief, 
As yours does; do you see me in the rain? 
My clothes are tatters; my shoes are worn 
Lynn Wells 
But flesh and blood are things with which we both were born. 
It's useless, 
I won't lay blame. 
If you would but try 
Looking into my eyes you would see 
Yourself in disguise--
Our souls are exactly the same. 
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Steven Fife 
A Converse Christmas 
As the first snowflakes begin to fallon Highway 109, the section where 
Mr. Potter once ran his car in the ditch, I still have a good two hour walk to get 
to my parent's home. Myoid car just wasn't up to the 600 mile trip and the 
Greyhound doesn't come out this way any more. It did the last time I was here 
but that was two years ago. "Great," I say, "just fucking great." I stuff 
my ungloved hands farther into the pockets of my too-thin jacket and tuck my 
bearded chin down to my chest, hoping to keep from freezing to death. My eyes 
are drawn to my shoes. 
When I was ten, my parents and I had waged our first real battle; the Shoe 
War. "Pistol" Pete Maravich had told the youth of America that Converse AU-
Stars--the canvas ones--were the only shoe for basketball players to wear, and 
I was his disciple. My mother insisted on buying the Buster Brown loafers, the 
ones with the slots for pennies. Dad had wanted to get workboots. I finally won 
the war but mom and dad had treated me differently from then on. That was 
twenty" years ago. 
"Maybe I should stop and call dad to come and get me, " I say to noone. 
If I thought he'd come, I would. 
As I look at my current pair of Converse All-Star Low Rider Canvas 
Athletic Shoes, I am struck by the contrast of their blackness to that of the ivory 
flakes I am tramping through. 
"Ebony and Ivory," I say, thinking that Paul McCartney and Stevie 
Wonder would like it. Well, maybe not Stevie. I wish for the workboots dad 
wanted me to get; cloth shoes aren't worth a damn in the snow. 
I am thinking about the man who tried to sell me a scarfback in Toledo. 
It was the ugliest shade of puke green I'd ever seen so I said 'no' and walked 
away, wondering about the nerve of some people. I'll bet that guy is warm today. 
Now I can hear the sound of a car, an old car with a dying muffler. I tum 
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around and stick out my thumb. 
It is a 75 Ford Fairlane, blue and rust-eaten with one headlight missing 
and I swear it's a beautiful sight. It slows down (it isn't going very fast in the 
first place) as it comes closer and I can see the window on the passenger side 
coming down. I begin to brush snow from my hair. 
"Thank you, God," I say. When the car is almost to me, a kid sticks his 
head out the window. 
"Hey, dumbass!" he shouts. "Don't you know it's snowin?" The car 
speeds off, fishtailing up the road with it warm occupants laughing and looking 
back at me. 
"Merry Christmas, asshole," I say. 
I am thinking about my car, sitting at Jim's house in Knoxville while 
I'm out here freezing my ass off. It has one hell of a heater. 
My feet are beginning to feel the numbness of the cold, made 
even worse by the wet canvas cloth of my shoes. I keep thinking of how 
close I am to home and the warm fire dad will have built in the fireplace. He'll 
be sitting in front of the television, the remote in one hand and a hot toddy in 
the other watching "It's a Wonderful Life" for the thousandth time. I can 
almost taste mom's hot chocolate, the kind with tiny marshmallows floating 
on top. 
I know she was mad, but I think my mother was really hurt when I 
wouldn't buy the Buster Brown loafers with the slots for pennies. 
"Why don't you guys move to Florida?" I ask. I hate Ohio. 
By the time I pass the little sign that reads 
CARVER 21 can really feel the cold, and not just in my feet. My ears are 
on fire and my legs are losing some of their smoothness of motion, that thing 
called walking gracefully. My nose feels like a huge ball of ice someone has 
jammed on my face, the kind of thing you do to a snowman when you don't 
have a carrot. I am so cold. 
Right now, I'll bet Ricky is up in his room, looking over his notes from 
last semester's classes so he wouldn't forget everything during the break. When 
I get there, he'll come running down the stairs with his bulky Ohio State sweater 
on, telling me how great college is and don't I ever want to go back and finish 
my degree and he could help me get through the lines at registration if I 
need it and that lots of people my age are going back to school and what was 
it I was studying anyway. Then he'll ask mom when dinner will be ready, pick 
up the newspaper and disappear back upstairs for the next two hours. Dad will 
keep the sports page. 
The snow is falling harder now, gigantic flakes of frozen water sent to 
earth to insure the fortunes of Firestone and Goodyear and the people who 
drive tow trucks. It was easy for Bing Crosby to want a White Christmas; he 
lived in California. 
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Why in hell am I doing this? I could have stayed in Tennessee for 
Christmas like I did last year instead of catching pneumonia out in this shit. 
They didn't even know I was coming. In fact, nobody asked me to come. Well, 
I did get a card from mom last week, saying she hoped to see me soon, if that 
counts as an invitation. It's so cold. 
"God, why am I so stupid?" I ask my feet, receiving only a squish for an 
answer. They are too cold to talk back. 
About now, Ellen will be curled up in front of the fire in one of mom's 
quilts reading a book, never dreaming her poor, stupid brother is out in the 
storm she enjoys watching through the bay window. When I get there, she'll 
wrap the quilt around me and let me have her seat while she tells me about her 
latest boyfriend. I hope this one isn't a zit face. 
God, is it cold. My entire body feels like a popcycle. 1 can't remember 
ever being warm. My canvas shoes are frozen to my feet and my beard is frozen 
to me chest. 1 wonder if I'm in time to help decorate the tree. 
Only a mile to go now, one short mile to the turkey and dressing, the 
cranberry sauce, and the cracks about getting a " real" job, one that actually 
pays. 
" Maybe then you can settle down and get married again," my father will 
say. He always says that. 
"I don't wantto get married again: I'm happy with my life just the way 
it is," I'll say. 1 always say that. Sometimes I mean it. 
The wind is whipping little icycles into my face, stinging my eyes and the 
inside of my mouth. My breath is like a fog. 
Not much further 1 tell myself as I pass the twisted oak tree that marks 
the town boundary. I fell out of that tree when I was eight, nearly breaking Fat 
Tommy Sikes' neck when 1 landed on him. Through the snow I can see the 
flashing redlight at the intersection of Highway 109 and Highway 66. I've lost 
all feeling in my feet. 
AsI tum down the lane to my parents' house I can see dad's truck sitting 
under the carport, the last home-improvement project we did together before 
1 went off to college a dozen years ago. I can still hear him laughing about the 
nail sticking from the bottom of my canvas shoe. 1 can smell the hickory smoke 
from the fireplace and even the turkey roasting in the kitchen as I lift my frozen 
hand to knock on the door. 
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Special thanks to Robert Franzini for organizing and co-
ordinating the art competition; to George Luckey, Director of 
the Honors Program; to Thomas Sternal; to Eugene O. Young, 
for their generous contribution of prize money. 
The I nscape Staff would also like to thank the 
judges of this semester's contest: 
Art 
Cynthia Lin, Visiting Professor 
Morehead State University 
Poetry 
Christopher Buckley 
West Chester University 
Fiction 
Mary Grimm 
Case Western Reserve University 

